
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

__________________________________________ with similar obstacles
at the bar or in the pulpit?
1.

(his ambition/might/not/struggle/?)
Might not his ambition have to struggle

He __________________ fast!2. (would/move)'d have to move

Any Girl Scout can easily learn how to install and maintain a balanced
aquarium, that is, one in which the water
______________________________ and in fact should not be changed.

3.

(passive/not/change)
does not have to be changed

I _______________________ all over again.4. (should/begin)should have to begin

We _____________________ each other again!5. (not/find)don't have to find

If a man wants to gamble, he _____________________ to some gambling
den; he can stay in the church.
6.

(not/go)
doesn't have to go

So he talked, and Hertha, looking out over the lake to the tall trees,
watched the purple grackles flying back and forth and wished that she
_________________________ so many things.

7.

(past/not/decide)did not have to decide

It _____________________ my hand that kills him.8. (not/be)doesn't have to be

And they ______________________ afterward about it, did they?9.
(past/not/brag)

didn't have to brag

I ___________________________ her in the end.10. (shall/get rid of)shall have to get rid of

_____________________________________________________________
an eligible match?

11.

(what right/a girl so dependent as Ayala/could/refuse/?)

What right could a girl so dependent as Ayala have to refuse

The forest of the great valley had become in the course of ages so dense
with thickets and matted tangles of fallen trees that one
_____________________ far before coming to a lair into which he could
creep.

12.

(past/not/go)
did not have to go
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____________________________ until the sixteenth century to be
generally used in business and in the schools?
13.

(why/they/past/wait/?)
Why did they have to wait

So that was what I ____________.14. (past/do)had to do

He _______________________ his mask off to show you a scar.15.
(not/take)

doesn't have to take

The editing of the copy is easy also, for one
____________________________ whether or not the refreshments were
"delicious" at the Jones party when he sees the word in connection with the
viands at the Smith party.

16.

(not/remember)

does not have to remember

True, we ___________________ solely with the Lentienses.17. (not/deal)have not to deal

They _____________________ him-they just get on the job when he's
around.
18.

(not/like)
don't have to like

He was very angry, but he _______________.19. (past/smile)had to smile

This was something he ________________________ with when he flew
alone, for when going in or out he was always in the door when it rotated; it
never turned empty.

20.

(past/not/bother)

didn't have to bother
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